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Cyber Conflict in the Russia-Ukraine War

The war in Ukraine is the largest military conflict of the cyber age and the first to incorporate such significant levels of cyber operations on all sides. Carnegie’s series “Cyber Conflict in the Russia-Ukraine War” represents our first offerings in what will be a long, global effort to understand and learn from the cyber elements of the Ukraine war. We welcome queries from other authors interested in contributing to this endeavor by having us publish their work. If you would like to learn more, please contact Arthur Nelson at arthur.nelson@ceip.org.

Publications in this series:

- “Cyber Operations in Ukraine: Russia’s Unmet Expectations,” Gavin Wilde, December 12, 2022
- “Russia’s Wartime Cyber Operations in Ukraine: Military Impacts, Influences, and Implications,” Jon Bateman, forthcoming
Summary

A review of academic, doctrinal, and journalistic writing covering the last three decades of Russian military theorizing on cyber-related issues yields three hypotheses that may explain the mismatch between the expectations of many Western observers and the reported impact of Russian cyber operations in the 2022 invasion of Ukraine. By exploring the unique and oft-overlooked facets of Moscow’s conceptualization of “cyber,” this paper provides a foundation for better assessing Russia’s performance in cyberspace in Ukraine in early 2022, along with a more nuanced understanding of its capabilities and possible expectations going forward. These hypotheses are as follows:

• Russia’s Information Operations Troops—a rough analog to Western military cyber commands—remains in its infancy and appears optimized more for counterpropaganda than for offensive cyber operations. The operational command structure over offensive cyber operations, meanwhile, remains murky and is possibly more political than military in nature.

• Russia’s premier offensive cyber capacities are housed within agencies focused on intelligence and subversion—the key tool kits used against Ukraine since 2014—rather than combined-arms warfare.
Moscow’s secretive and poorly executed February 2022 invasion precluded optimal performance in the initial period of the war, which is particularly pivotal in Russian thinking about effectiveness in the information domain.

These are each examined through Russia’s own information warfare prism, which differs in crucial ways from Western conceptions of “cyber”—foremost in that it is more expansive, encompassing and emphasizing the psychosocial impacts of information and communication technologies on both the polity and the public.
Introduction: Seeing Through Moscow’s Own Lens

To better understand the cyber aspects of Russia’s early 2022 military incursion into Ukraine, analysts should account for the unique way in which Moscow views cyber operations and doctrinally conceptualizes success or failure in the cyber domain.

First, the very concept of “cyber” widely used in the United States and West—which largely emphasizes the technical integrity of networks—is rarely if ever used in the official Russian strategic and military lexicon. Instead, Moscow refers to “information confrontation” or “information war/warfare” to describe the range of operations—both technical and psychological, code and content—that can be deployed against adversarial systems and decisionmaking. Drawing on Soviet fears of ideological encroachment, as well as the humiliation and siege mentality cultivated since the Soviet collapse, the preponderance of Russia’s emphasis falls on what the U.S. military terms the cognitive dimension, within what U.S. officials would call information operations. Under this construct, offensive cyber operations are a subset of broader operations in the information environment designed to achieve as much a psychological impact as a technological one.
Ultimately, Russian doctrine does not make the same distinction as the West between cyber and information operations. Rather, Russia’s concept entangles the physical and psychological features of interstate conflict—now heavily mediated by technology—throughout the entirety of the information space. For example, a 2011 document released by the Russian defense ministry defined information war as:

“conflict between two or more states in information space with the goal of inflicting damage to information systems, processes, and resources, as well as to critically important structures and other structures; undermining political, economic, and social systems; carrying out mass psychological campaigns against the population of a State in order to destabilize society and the government; as well as forcing a State to make decisions in the interests of their opponents.”

This definition is far more expansive than what U.S. analysts call “cyber warfare.” It also helps explain the self-reinforcing conspiratorialism and post-truth tendencies of Russian operations. As one Russian academic put it:

“The specific feature of “information warfare” is the implicitness of its actors. Who is the organizer of these actions? Against whom are they really directed? This ambiguity, regardless of the actors, serves to both mythologize and demonize “information warfare.” One can trace, at will, a motivational chain, a “cunning plan” behind any news story or event attributable to “enemies.” This, of course, does not rule out the development or execution of such plans and projects by various political and social forces—both foreign and domestic...However, the actors in “information wars” have largely become the product of interpretations and discursive practices, which, in turn, are then also regarded as “information warfare.”

This conception also blurs the lines between foreign and domestic threats, drawing on Leninist themes of perpetual political struggle and concern over penetration by fifth columnists. The cyber-enabled tools of online surveillance and censorship within Russia’s borders—and efforts to isolate Russia from the global internet—are mutually reinforcing with those deployed beyond them. Moscow’s foreign policy battles are often indistinguishable from its struggle for domestic regime stability. In this regard, much of what the West views as aggression in the information space would be couched by Moscow in counteroffensive terms—chaff to drown out or distort signals from abroad that run counter to the Kremlin’s preferred narratives before they can penetrate and take root within Russian society.

Indeed, the fear of—and thus belief in—the efficacy of subliminal messaging is rooted in another vestige of Soviet-era strategic thought, which feeds contemporary Russian views of information warfare: reflexive control. This theory postulates that an enemy can be
induced to make decisions of its own volition that are in fact disadvantageous to itself and beneficial to Russia. By this logic, practitioners would be able to ascertain “where, when, or how to insert specially developed information for the enemy consumer to digest, process, and act on, according to a Russian plan.” In contrast to the traditional Western principle of deterrence, which aims to clearly signal insurmountable superiority, reflexive control relies more on disguised manipulation.

Secondly, as regards information warfare, Russian strategic culture has never adopted the conceptual lines Westerners often have between peacetime and wartime, making an assessment of Moscow’s success in the latter a somewhat arbitrary exercise. Even the lexicon typically used—struggle (protivoborstvo)—connotes a consistent, continuous interaction that may be accompanied by periods of cooperation or armed conflict but is subordinate to neither. This tendency of thought, however, may not always work in Russia’s favor. As the Ukraine incursion demonstrates, the requirements for speed, impact, and control in cyberspace increase dramatically during periods of conventional war, as events on the ground—rather than merely access or capability—drive tactical and operational requirements. The deeper understanding of a target network—what scholar Max Smeets calls “tacit knowledge,” typically the province of intelligence services—is not readily transferable to a military unit for purposes of attack. In other words, cyber forces built for perpetual struggle likely lack the surge capacity necessary during wartime.

These dynamics underscore the third major factor that must be considered: what constitutes success in Russia’s comparatively broad and nebulous concept of information war? The readily available data regarding Russian operations in cyberspace can tell a vastly different story when viewed in isolation than they would when contextualized, both within Moscow’s thinking and within the target environment. Activity does not automatically translate into achievement, however, nor investment of effort into impact.

Analysts should not make the mistake of attributing intentionality to chance nor foreign orchestration to chaos. They should, however, use the metrics Moscow has adopted for itself in doctrinal and strategic documents—not solely damage assessments from within the targeted country—as a lens through which to judge success. There is predictive utility in gauging Kremlin focus and threat perception in the information space. As experts note, “a clear-eyed assessment of where and just how much resourcing is being directed by an aggressive adversary can help shape our own policies regarding where and how our strategic trade-offs are positioned.” Moreover, analysts should allow for the possibility that Moscow has overestimated the strategic utility of information warfare writ large.

With these caveats in mind, analysts can make more precise and informed assessments regarding Russian cyber performance in Ukraine. In that vein, what follows are several hypotheses that might help explain the unmet expectations of many Western analysts on that score.
Hypothesis #1: Information Troops Remain in Infancy and Are Optimized Primarily for Counterpropaganda

Whereas the eventual establishment of United States Cyber Command (USCC) was already being deliberated in the mid-2000s, the prospect for a general Russian analog was not publicly raised by senior officials in Moscow until the 2010s—well after the 2008 Russo-Georgian War, the Arab Spring, and warming relations between Kyiv and the EU. These developments in particular had galvanized Moscow’s thinking about information and its role in conflict. After reportedly being formally envisioned and established sometime in 2014–2015, the existence of a Russian cyber-focused unit under military command—separate and distinct from the intelligence services in structure and mission focus—was not formally acknowledged publicly until 2017. Russian Defense Minister Sergey Shoygu at that time alluded to the Information Operations Troops (Voyska Informatsionnykh Operatsiy, or VIO) in a speech to the Russian parliament. If even only roughly accurate, this chronology would make the Russian VIO somewhere between six and eight years old as of the February 2022 renewed incursion into Ukraine. (A detailed timeline of key events is outlined below.)

Even so, some observers are skeptical that the VIO constitutes a rough USCC analog and assert that Moscow’s cyber operations are orchestrated via political channels through the Security Council and the Presidential Administration rather than via a traditional military command structure.

As Smeets recently wrote, “cyber capacity is primarily about people.” VIO’s relative infancy extends to the experience of its cadres. According to Russian investigative journalists, the initial hunt to staff the VIO focused on recent graduates from technical universities and young programmers, while netting roughly a hundred personnel from private sector companies nationwide. This suggests, in addition to a high degree of competition among Russian agencies for a relatively small pool of technical talent, a relative lack of both service and operational experience.

Prior to 2008, Moscow had viewed information warfare through a largely defensive prism, dedicated to information security—“the state of protection of its national interests in the information sphere defined by the totality of balanced interests of the individual, society, and the state”—and to information assurance for the networks used by the armed forces. Meanwhile, Russian doctrinal writings typically refer to offensive cyber capabilities mostly in accusatory terms toward the United States and its allies, whom they allege have militarized the domain. Expert Keir Giles, in analyzing Russia’s 2011 “Conceptual Views on the Activity of the Russian Federation Armed Forces in Information Space,” notes that the document “echo[es] the defensive theme of other Russian documents relating to cyberspace. . . and cite[s] in [its] preamble a statement of the external threat to Russia’s information
security arising from other states developing information warfare concepts.” Consequently, a diplomatic push for treaty and multilateral constraints likely belied Moscow’s fears that Russia had lagged behind other powers in developing military cyber capacity. National Security Concepts released under President Vladimir Putin have also emphasized concerns that “the domination of some states in global information space and the development of information warfare techniques have not abated, and Russia is still squeezed out of this process.” Fears have permeated among security officials of “logic bombs” being planted within Russia’s networks and “special content” being piped into its public.

In the aftermath of the Russo-Georgian war, however, leading Russian theorists bemoaned Tbilisi’s resiliency in sustaining communications with its public and ability to cultivate global sympathy, symbolizing Russia’s “utter inability to champion our goals and interest in the world information arena.” Moreover, Moscow has long recognized that political support within the United States and Europe is key to Western cohesion on foreign and security policy. These theorists therefore recommended a cadre of diplomats, academics, public relations professionals, and technologists, not only to neutralize enemy command and control but also to degrade adversary moral and cultural values and very ways of life.

Pressure began to build for a more unified organizational construct to match this theory. Despite already having a relatively unified theory of information war at that time, “expertise in sensors, emitters, content, and code . . . hardly resembled one another. Each called for different equipment and training; there was scant reason for them to be organized together.” Meanwhile, a major portion of Russian offensive cyber prowess likely resided not in the military and security services but in the murky world of cyber criminals—though the symbiotic relationship between these actors would frequently be drawn upon for its coercive and disruptive potential on the international stage. The preponderance of sophisticated offensive cyber talent under state auspices, meanwhile, rested within the putatively domestic-focused Federal Security Service (FSB)—which, alongside the General Staff’s Main Intelligence Directorate (GRU) and Ministry of Internal Affairs, had fiercely resisted the idea of an increased military role in the cyber arena as recently as 2014. As Smeets notes, “there is an interaction effect between the day-to-day mission of the cyber command and its ability to develop and maintain a certain capability.” Whether the Russian military has been able to do so independently of, in competition with, or via wartime subordination of, those services is disputable.

Perhaps consequently, a range of reports suggest the VIO had an initial organizational emphasis on information assurance, counterpropaganda, and psychological operations—much less on technical effects. Indeed, the threat outlined in Moscow’s strategy and doctrinal writings is less a military than a psychological one, undermining Russia’s influence and status, particularly along its periphery. After a string of popular revolutions in former Soviet states, the Arab Spring, and the Bolotnaya Square protests in 2011 and 2012—with social media playing an increasingly larger role in each—Moscow conclusively ruled out the idea that any organic wellspring of public discontent was possible absent high-level orchestration from
abroad. This line of thought recalls the conspiracist streak of the Joseph Stalin era, during which Moscow’s leading daily newspaper once declared: “We know that engines do not stop by themselves, machine tools do not break down on their own, boilers do not explode on their own. Someone’s hand is hidden behind these events.”

This strain of thought also carried through even into the most recent Russian National Security Strategy in 2021, which explicitly calls out the danger of narratives and value systems being imposed from abroad via information technologies. The Russian military has focused on expanding and enhancing the less technically intensive operations that sow socio-political discontent, possibly to the detriment of the often more complex malware operations carried out by intelligence services.

Russia has relatively limited experience in framing doctrines and strategies around offensive cyber operations for the military, fewer and less experienced personnel in place to conduct them, and an emphasis on psychological rather than technical effects in the information space. This fact likely limited its ability to effectively incorporate such operations into a combined arms campaign in Ukraine. Meanwhile, even the most cunningly devised information operations are unlikely to yield capitulation by an enemy government, military, and population, however much Moscow has codified this as a strategic objective.

Table 1. Time Line of Russia’s Information Operations Troops

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>October 2008</td>
<td>In the aftermath of the Russo-Georgian War, information warfare theorist Igor Panarin details the need to “renew the mechanism for foreign policy propaganda.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February 2010</td>
<td>Russia’s military doctrine underscores that future conflicts will have an informational component. Information warfare will be essential for pre-conflict shaping of the political space and for “shaping a favorable response from the world community to the utilization of military force.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>January 2011</td>
<td>The Russian Ministry of Defense’s (MOD) “Conceptual Views Regarding the Activities of the Armed Forces of the Russian Federation in Information Space” defines cyber operations in a defensive manner and information war as “actions that may damage information systems and resources; undermine political, economic, and social systems; brainwash the population; or coerce the victim government.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 2012</td>
<td>Then deputy prime minister Dmitry Rogozin alludes to discussions about the creation of a military command “to ensure the information security of both the armed forces and all the state infrastructure as a whole.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summer 2013</td>
<td>Rogozin calls social media “an element of ‘cyberwar,’ including against Russia.” Shoygu announces a “hunt” for young programmers. Sources within MOD claim the establishment of an information troops unit is underway, with stand-up planned by the end of the year. The primary tasks will be “processing outside information and combating cyber threats”; recruits are required to learn English.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The VIO is formally planned; a primary task is to defend military communications and control systems. A Defense Ministry document, “Cybernetic Confrontation With a Potential Adversary,” mentions the VIO, and sources explain its intent to “disrupt information networks.”

Authorities begin assigning conscripts to newly established army “research companies” of sixty troops each. They are expected to focus on cyber, information warfare, and propaganda. The companies putatively fall under the General Staff’s Eighth Directorate and are located throughout the services, including within the GRU. Russia’s military doctrine emphasizes information warfare capabilities to withstand external influence.

The Eighth Directorate (Unit 31659) announces a major new tender for network protection services.

The VIO reportedly participates in Kavkaz-2016 military exercises.

Shoygu confirms the VIO publicly. Commercial analysis alleges roughly 1,000 total troops across twelve to fourteen units, with a budget of $300 million. Shoygu cites the VIO’s Soviet-era “counterpropaganda” pedigree and the similarities of its tasking. Reports surface of the VIO’s remit over “traditional counterpropaganda.”

The memoirs of an officer of the GRU’s 72nd Main Intelligence Information Center (GRITs, or Unit 54777) indicate that the unit was responsible for the overall planning of military psychological warfare.

Ukrainian Foreign Ministry spokesperson Oleg Nikolenko asserts that the Russian VIO “is creating the media backdrop to justify the crimes of the Russian army”; U.S. Treasury sanctions allege that the VIO oversees the GRU’s key psychological warfare Unit 54777.

Unverified leaks to Russian activists also indicate that the VIO is designated as Unit 55111, which oversees Unit 54777.

Unverified leaks to Russian activists detail localized “information confrontation centers” subordinate to Unit 55111; departments include “disinformation,” “counterpropaganda,” “photo-video documentation,” and “linguistic support.” Reports conflict as to the ultimate chain of command over the VIO—whether it falls under the GRU, the General Staff’s Eighth Directorate, or is possibly a mere amalgamation of extant GRU units that perhaps fall under an operational military command structure during wartime.

**Hypothesis #2: Bureaucratic Remit and Rivalry Favors Subversion Over War**

After the Soviet collapse, the shared KGB pedigree among many senior figures in Kyiv and Moscow came to underpin what would become the FSB’s primary purview over the
The service played key roles in attempting to prop up former Ukrainian president Viktor Yanukovych’s regime in 2014, oversaw political incursions in the United States throughout Donald Trump’s presidency, and plotted to depose Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelenskyy’s administration and install friendly forces in Kyiv in February 2022. Only in May, after reportedly laying the latter catastrophic failure at the feet of the FSB, did Putin put the GRU in charge of intelligence on Ukraine. However, even this shift could not alter some of the underlying dynamics that put the Russian services at a distinct disadvantage, especially their failure to evolve into a warfighting support apparatus. While Western intelligence agencies underwent foundational changes in the post-9/11 environment—including a shift toward greater sharing, integrated intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR), and open-source intelligence (OSINT) collection and analysis—Russia’s “special services” largely further entrenched their KGB legacy tasks: covert surveillance, paramilitary action, and “active measures.” Russia’s leadership thus “entered the conflict almost entirely unprepared for the capabilities and uses of . . . 21st century intelligence.”

The two Russian state entities with demonstrated track records in such subversion—including through offensive cyber means—are the GRU and FSB. Both have historically operated permissively in Ukrainian cyberspace, including a string of disruptive attacks in 2022.
The two share a long-standing rivalry, however, which has been rendered even more acute since the 2016 hacks of the U.S. Democratic National Committee and subsequent intrigues in Moscow, where several FSB officers were arrested for treason, ostensibly for implicating the GRU to Western contacts. There are also grounds to suspect that the FSB maintains the competitive edge in offensive cyber tradecraft, technology, experience, and talent and is possibly loath to cede it in support of military objectives. The FSB likely held an institutional view of Ukraine as part of its own home turf, potentially disinclining it from damaging crucial Ukrainian infrastructure that Russia would itself require in an invasion and occupation. As the war dragged on and Russia’s political aims shifted from seizing Kyiv outright, the FSB may also have been reluctant to expend whatever crown jewels remained in its formidable stock of exploits. Coordination and cooperation between the two are thus unlikely.

Meanwhile, what appeared to be preemptive Western advisories in spring 2022 regarding GRU-linked exploits Industroyer2 and Pipedream—apparently designed to disrupt Ukrainian electrical grids, industrial control systems, and supervisory control and data acquisition systems—may have neutralized two major arrows in Moscow’s cyber quiver. Whether any remain in reserve, or Russia’s well of sophisticated exploits has largely run dry, remains an open question.

In both cases, the preponderance of Russian offensive cyber capability appears to belong to those Russian agencies servicing traditional intelligence, counterintelligence, and subversion (as opposed to warfighting) roles following a long Soviet-era legacy. As the doctrinal thinking outlined above suggests, even the most brazen and destructive cyber attacks historically unleashed in Ukraine appear to be part of a sociopolitical pressure campaign, not particularly intended to achieve any discrete, time-bound, or geographic objectives. Meanwhile, available insights from 2022 (particularly the hack of U.S. satellite company Viasat) potentially indicate Russian intent to divert Ukrainian operational communications into more surveillable channels rather than to merely block them outright—reflecting “a different set of priorities . . . that cyber espionage is playing a more important role than disruptive or degradative cyber-attacks.”

Chief of the General Staff Valery Gerasimov has notoriously opined about the need to emphasize nonmilitary means of conflict, highlighting the information environment as a vehicle for “long-range, hidden action upon not only critically important information infrastructure, but also upon the population of a country, directly influencing the condition of national security of a state.” The war in Ukraine may signify that Russia has overinvested in the latter at the expense of the former—by choice, constraint, inertia, or all three. Moscow’s consistent drumbeat of disruptive cyber attacks, as well as propaganda, disinformation, and online influence campaigns in the post–Maidan Uprising era, point toward a strategy of subversive erosion, wherein:

“The goal is to maintain or achieve a favorable balance of power over the longer term rather than to fulfil a specific short-term objective . . . to erode
the pillars of an adversary’s strength, namely public support for the government, economic and industrial capacity, and, as a riskier option, military capabilities. . . . Establishing and maintaining exploitation of adversary systems at the scope and scale necessary to achieve strategic impact requires significant organizational capacity and, particularly, highly-skilled labor. As in traditional subversion, only the largest intelligence agencies will have enough of both to attempt this strategy.90

The FSB and the GRU appear to have done so independently of, if periodically concurrent with, the Russian military’s kinetic operations.

Hypothesis #3: Falling Short in the Crucial Initial Period of War

The Russian conception postures the whole of the information space—including adversary forces, leadership, and society writ large—as an ecosystem to be decisively dominated, particularly in the run-up to kinetic exchange. It is precisely this period, however, where Moscow’s efforts—across several domains—fell short. Timothy Thomas, an expert on Russian military thought, explained: “A state that is planning aggression will use peacetime or a period of threat to plant viruses, disorganize systems of the country it wants to attack, and launch wide-scale targeted information operations and intense reconnaissance activity.”91 Russia scholar Maria Snegovaya also recently noted: “A Russian information campaign is most effective at the early stages of a combat operation, when it provides cover for rapid military actions. . . . However, Russia lost this opportunity in its operations in the Luhansk and Donetsk regions. Russian troops were unable to penetrate these regions as promptly as in Crimea due both to the lack of military resources (the best forces were kept in Crimea) and to Russia’s overestimation of the support it would receive in eastern Ukraine.”92

Russian information warfare theorists have therefore underscored that the initial phase of an armed conflict is pivotal. The legendary General Makhmut Gareyev was convinced that information operations had the potential to blunt the onset of overt armed conflict.93 At the same time, other generals specializing in the discipline have highlighted the importance of unleashing it in advance of armed conflict as a way of preparing the battlespace.94

“Prior to an ‘information strike,’ all targets should be identified (including
enemy information systems), enemy access to external information should be denied, credit and monetary circulation should be disrupted, and the populace should be subjected to a massive psychological operation—including disinformation and propaganda. This would be accomplished by careful pre-strike planning and long-term investments in reconnaissance and covert penetration into enemy systems.”

First emphasized in the early Soviet era, the initial period of war was defined in 2012 as the point when warring states conduct military operations involving armed formations that are “deployed before the start of war to achieve short-range strategic objectives, or to create favorable conditions for committing their main forces and continuing with more operations,” while national information sources were protected from adversary influence. During that period, military, economic, and technological measures should be taken in combination with psychological campaigns. Some of this emphasis likely stems from the fact that Russian war-planning has long been underpinned by the assumption that it would be “the militarily inferior party in a regional or large-scale war against a technologically superior adversary.”

This tendency, alongside overly secretive and ill-informed pre-invasion planning, appears to have been in effect as Moscow (and the West) overestimated its own abilities and underestimated Ukraine’s—precisely during the period that its own doctrines deemed as most pivotal for information warfare.

The wave of GRU-linked cyber attacks during the first week of Russia’s renewed February 2022 incursion, and the later exposure of two ominous but as-yet-unused exploits, suggest Moscow at least attempted adherence to this doctrine. Alternatively, however, the spectrum of Moscow’s long-running information warfare efforts against Ukraine dating as far back as 2013 raises the prospect that Ukraine’s resilience and defenses had matured sufficiently over time to largely blunt whatever cyber and information operations Moscow’s “special military operation” entailed. This dynamic also underscores a major conceptual inconsistency: the demands of preparation for a combined-arms campaign do not lend themselves well to Moscow’s more nebulous notions of information warfare as an ongoing, unending struggle.

Conclusion
By practicing strategic empathy for Moscow’s historical views of the information space and the contest within it—particularly in the context of conventional armed conflict—analysts can avoid the false mirroring and faulty signaling that tends to plague discussions about offensive cyber operations and thus frame distorted expectations. With regards to the cyber aspects of Russia’s war on Ukraine, more robust insights into Moscow’s thinking may also help explain why these operations fell short of the strategic impact that Moscow envisioned. These three hypotheses—the infancy and putative focus of the VIO, the preponderance of cyber talent in the Russian national security ecosystem, and the pivotal nature of the initial period of war—share a common theme. Moscow’s information warfare thinking, its offensive cyber capabilities, and its organizational construct proved simply unfit for purpose in an event-driven, combined-arms campaign of the sort undertaken in February 2022.
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